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Nonlinear Systems
P. G. DRAZIN
A systematic treatment of the powerful ideas
of nonlinear mathematics, including the
modern theory of fractals and chaos in as
simple a way as is practical.
£40.00 net HB 0 52140489 4 335 pp. 1992
£17.95 net PB 0 52140668 4
Cambridge Texts in Applied Mathematics

Numerical Simulation of
Unsteady Flows and
Transition to Turbulence
Edited by O. PIRONNEAU, W. RODI,
I. L. RYHMING, A. M. SAVILL and
T. V. TRUONG
This volume represents the findings of the
first test cases considered by ERCOFTAC
(European Research Consortium on Flow
Turbulence and Combustion) at a workshop
held in Lausanne, Switzerland, in 1990.
£35.00 net HB 0 52141618 3 528 pp. 1992

Mathematical Methods
for CAD
J. J. RISLER
This book sets out the fundamental elements
of CAD theory in a mathematically rigorous
manner. Splines and Bdzier curves are
tackled, leading to Bdzier surfaces,
triangulation and box splines. The final
chapter is devoted to algebraic geometry and
provides a firm theoretical basis for anyone
wishing to develop and investigate CAD
systems.
£35.00 net HB
£18.95 net PB

0 521 43100 X
0 521 43691 5

196 pp. 1992

Finite Plastic Deformation
of Crystalline Solids
K. S. HAVNER
This book reviews and interrelates a large
number of theoretical and experimental
contributions to research on finite plastic
deformation of single crystals and
polycrystalline metals made during the past
quarter century.
£32.50 net HB 0 52139245 4 256 pp. 1992
Cambridge Monographs on Mechanics and
Applied Mathematics

The Thermomechanics of
Plasticity and Fracture
GERARD A. MAUGIN
This book concentrates upon the
mathematical theory of plasticity and
fracture as opposed to the physical theory of
these fields, and is presented in the
thermomechanical framework.
£45.00 net HB 0 52139476 7 370 pp. 1992
£19.95 net PB 0 52139780 4
Cambridge Texts in Applied Mathematics

Boundary Integral Methods
for Linearized Viscous Flow
C. POZRIKIDIS
The material has been selected so that the
book will serve both as a reference
monograph and as a textbook in a graduate
course on fluid mechanics or computational
fluid mechanics.
£40.00 net HB 0 52140502 5 272 pp. 1992
£14.95 net PB 0 521 40693 5
Cambridge Texts in Applied Mathematics

For further information please contact Science Publicity at the address below.
To order any Cambridge book call our 24 hour ordering service on 0223 325970.
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Introducing

Journal of Mechanics
Editor-in-Chief: G. K. BATCHELOR, FRS
Emeritus Professor of Applied Mathematics,
University of Cambridge

The Journal of Fluid Mechanics publishes au-
thoritative articles covering theoretical, numeri-
cal and experimental investigations of all as-
pects of the mechanics of fluids. Each of the
monthly hardbound volumes (over 8000 pages
a year) contains papers on both the fundamen-
tal aspects of fluid mechanics, and their applica-
tions to other field, such as
aeronautics • astrophysics • meteorology • ocea-
nography • volcanology • colloid science •
hydraulics • chemical • mechanical and civil
engineering • acoustics

In addition to original research, the journal
includes reviews of books and films relevant to
the field.
JournalofFluidMechanicsisof vitaiimponznce
to all those who are working and researching in
the field of fluid mechanics, a field that touches
many of the engineering and geophysical disci-
plines.

High Impact
This important journal is strongly represented
in a range of abstracting publications, includ-
ing: Applied Mechanics Reviews • Biological
Abstracts • British Technology Index • Chemi-
cal Abstracts • Current Contents • English
Index • Science Abstracts • Meteor •
Geoastrophysics Abstracts • Solid-Liquid Flow
Abstracts • Fluid-sealing Abstracts • Industrial
Aerodynamics Abstracts • Mathematical Re-
views.

Recent Articles
The jet edge-tone feedback cycles: linear theory
for the operating stages, D. G. CRIGHTON
Spherical cap bubbles, Y. YANG and H. LEVINE
Droplet spreading on a thin viscous film, D. P.
GAVER III and J. B. GROTBERG
Effect of travelling waves on the growth of a
plane turbulent wake, B. MARASLI, F. H. CHAM-
PAGNE and I. WYGNANSKI

Withdrawal of a stratified fluid from a rotating
channel, N. R. MCDONALD and J. IMBERGER
The dynamics of intrusions into a thermo-haline
stratification, S. G. SCHLADOW, E. THOMAS and
J. R. KOSEFF
Structure of a particle-laden round jet, E. K.
LONGMIRE and J. K. EATON
Experiments on mixing in continuous chaotic
flows, H. A. KUSCH and J. M. OTTINO

Subscription 1993: Volumes
246-257 monthly: £610 for
institutions; £319 for
individuals; airmail £150 per
year extra ISSN 0022-1120

• Please send me further information
about Journal of Fluid Mechanics

Q Please send me a catalogue

Name

Address

Send this coupon to: Journals Marketing Depart-
ment, Cambridge University Press, FREEPOST*,
The Edinburgh Building, Cambridge CB2 IBR, UK
(*No postage scamp necessary if posted in the UK)
In US, Canada & Mexico, wrice to Cambridge
University Press, 40 West 20th Street, New York,
NY 10011-4211, USA
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NUMERICAL
RECIPES

THE ART OF SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING
Second Edition

WILLIAM H. PRESS, Harvard University
SAUL A TEUKOLSKY, Cornell University

WILLIAM T. VETTERLING, Polaroid Corporation
and BRIAN P. FLANNERY, Exxon Research and Engineering Company

From reviews of the First Edition:

'Any technology company that doesn't have a few copies of this work and die accompanying diskettes
is wasting the precious time of its best researchers.' Forbes

'NumericalRecipes is an instant "classic", a book that should be purchased and read by anyone who
uses numerical methods. . ." . American Journal of Physics

"The text itself is written in pleasantly informal prose ... 'Journal of the American Chemical Society

This is the revised and expanded Second Edition of the
hugely popular Numerical Recipes: The Art of Scientific
Computing. The product of a unique collaboration
among four leading scientists in academic research and
industry, Numerical Recipes is a complete text and
reference book on scientific computing. In a self-
contained manner, it proceeds from mathematical and
theoretical considerations to actual, practical computer
routines.

With over 100 new routines, bringing the total to well
over 300, plus upgraded versions of many of the original
routines, this new edition is the most practical, compre-
hensive handbook of scientific computing available
today.

• The one-stop reference for anyone doing scientific
computing

• Contains 100 completely new routines, over 300 in
all

• First edition sold over 300,000 copies

• Improved C version — no longer a translation

Numerical Recipes in C
0 521 43108 5

0 521 43720 2

Numerical Recipes Book
(HB) £35.00 net

Numerical Recipes Example Book
(PB) £19.95 net

Numerical Recipes in C Diskettes
0 52143714 8
0 52143724 5
0 52143715 6

IBM 5 1/4" £24.95 + VAT
IBM 3 1/2" £24.95 +VAT
Macintosh £24.95 + VAT

Numerical Recipes in FORTRAN
0 521 43064 X

0 521 437210

Numerical Recipes Book
(HB) £35.00 net

Numerical Recipes Example Book
(PB) £19.95 net

Numerical Recipes in FORTRAN Diskettes
0 52143717 2
0 52143719 9
0 52143716 4

IBM 5 1/4" £24.95 +VAT
IBM 3 1/2" £24.95 + VAT
Macintosh £24.95 + VAT
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eta
Numerica

Managing Editor
A. ISERLES

Editorial Board
C. DE BOOR
F. BREZZI
J. C. BUTCHER
P. G. CIARLET
G. H. GOLUB
H. B. KELLER
H.-O. KREISS
K. W. MORTON
M. J. D. POWELL
R. TEMAM

As numerical analysis develops and the
number of publications increases, it
becomes increasingly difficult to keep
up with the latest techniques and
developments. These annual volumes
will present invited survey papers by the
leading researchers in numerical analysis.
The papers will present overviews of
recent advances in their area and provide
"state-of-the-art" techniques and analysis.

Covering the breadth of numerical analysis,
each article will be written in a style
accessible to researchers at all levels.
Broad subject areas for inclusion will be:

• Linear algebra

• Optimization

• ODE's

• PDE's using finite difference, finite
element and spectral methods

• Approximation theory

• Computational fluid dynamics

• Nonlinear dynamical systems and
bifurcation theory

Contents of the first issue
Wavelets R. A. DeVore
Iterative solution of linear systems

G. H. Golub
Problems with multiple time scales

H.-O. Kreiss
Numerical methods for differential-
algebraic equations R. Marz
Theory of algorithms for unconstrained
optimization J. Nocedal
Symplectic integrators for Hamiltonian
problems J. M. Sanz-Serna
Error analysis of boundary integral
methods I. H. Sloan
Interior methods M. H. Wright

These are annual volumes that no
numerical analyst should be without.

Volume 1 is available now at £19.95 net.
Order by 'phone on 0223-325970 or fax
0223-325959, or write to Tom Peacock at
the address below.

Vol 1: £19.95 net HB 0 521 41026 6
320 pp. 1992

Continuation order subscriptions are
available for future volumes.

ISSN: 0962 4929
c.£19.95 per annual volume
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UNIVERSITY PRESS
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CAMBRIDGE

Now in paperback
The New Physics
Edited by PAUL DAVIES
'The very people who are busy creating
the new physics carry the reader out to
the growing edge of modern science . . .
I know of no better one-volume guide to
the edges of modern physics.'

New Scientist

' The New Physics is a wonderful book.'
American Scientist

£16.95 net PB 0 521438314 528 pp.
1992

Now in paperback
Schrodinger
Life and Thought
WALTER MOORE
'It is really two books in one: a clear,
elegant and complete account of
Schrodinger's scientific life and
achievements, and a detailed and
insightful account of Schrodinger's
private life.' Physics Today
£10.95 net PB 0 52143767 9 528 pp.
1992

Nonlinear Systems
P. G. DRAZIN
A systematic treatment of the powerful
ideas of nonlinear mathematics,
including the modern theory of fractals
and chaos in as simple a way as is
practical.
£40.00 net HB 0 521 40489 4 335 pp.
£17.95 net PB 0 52140668 4
1992
Cambridge Texts in Applied Mathematics

Boundary Integral
Methods for Linearized
Viscous Flow
C. POZRIKIDIS
The material has been selected so that the
book will serve both as a reference
monograph and as a textbook in a
graduate course on fluid mechanics or
computational fluid mechanics.
£40.00 net HB 0 521 40502 5 272 pp.
£14.95 net PB 0 521 40693 5
1992
Cambridge Texts in Applied Mathematics

Numerical Simulation of
Unsteady Flows and
Transition to Turbulence
Edited by O. PIRONNEAU, W. RODI,
I. L RYHMING, A. M. SAVILL and
T. V. TRUONG
This volume represents the findings of
the first test cases considered by
ERCOFTAC (European Research
Consortium on Flow Turbulence and
Combustion) at a workshop held in
Lausanne, Switzerland, in 1990.
£35.00 net HB 0 52141618 3 528 pp.
1992

Wave Asymptotics
Edited by P. A. MARTIN and
G. R. WICKHAM
The papers collected here outline the
development of fluid mechanics and
asymptotics, and will be valuable reading
to all who are interested in water waves
and asymptotic techniques.
£22.95 net HB 0 52141414 8 250 pp.
1992

For further information please contact Science Publicity at the address below.
To order any Cambridge book call our 24 hour ordering service on 0223 325970.
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INSTRUCTIONS TO AUTHORS

Submission of manuscripts Papers may be submitted to any member of the editorial board. Three copies should
be sent, originals of figures should not be included until the paper has been accepted. Papers may be submitted
electronically by sending a LaTeX file to EJAM(a-UK.AC OX VAX: this file should include the figures (line figures
only). Electronic communications can also be used for minor corrections and for messages to the editors.

Layout of manuscripts Papers should be typewritten in double spacing throughout, on one side of the paper. Please
avoid footnotes if possible. Papers must begin with an abstract of not more than 300 words, and they should end
with a brief concluding section. The SI system of units must be used throughout There is no formal restriction
on length, but the constraint of fitting an integral number of papers into 96 pages means that short papers
(20 typed pages or fewer) are likely to appear sooner than the long ones.

Illustrations Figures should be drawn in Indian ink on good quality white paper. Wherever possible they will be
reproduced with the author's lettering. A list of captions for figures should be attached separately

Where appropriate, articles may be illustrated by photographs. high-quality glossy black and white prints are
necessary.

References References should be listed in alphabetical order at the end of the main text Please include the
article title in the reference, which should be in the order: author's surname, initials: year in parentheses. article
title, journal name, abbreviated in accordance with the World List of Scientific Periodicals (4th Edn). volume
number (underlined): inclusive page numbers.

Citations in the text Any unambiguous system is acceptable. Three recommended ways of citing a 1992 paper
by A European are European (1992): European [F.u], European [7] In the second case, the reference at the end
of the text should be preceded by [EU], and in the third by [7]. Please note that in the third system, alterations
may lead to wholesale renumbering.

EDITORIAL POLICY

The European Journal of Applied Mathematics aims to publish papers in all areas of applied mathematics, with
especial emphasis on the following.

(i) The exposition of new mathematical ideas relevant to the modelling and analysis of modern technological
processes.

(ii) The development of interesting mathematical methods with broad areas of applicability.
There is no restriction in the areas of applicability or the style of mathematics, although standard mathematical
techniques will only be published if they are associated with novel applications or lead to substantial advances in
established problem areas

This journal is registered with the Copyright Clearance Center. 27 Congress Street. Salem. MA 01970
Organisations in the USA who are also registered with the C.C.C. may therefore copy material (beyond the limits
permitted by sections 107 and 108 of US copyright law) subject to payment to C C C of the per-copy fee of
$5 00. This consent does not extend to multiple copying for promotional or commercial purposes. Code 0956-
7925/92 $5.00 * .00
ISI Tear Sheet Service. 3501 Market Street. Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 19104. USA. is authorised to supply single
copies of separate articles for private use only
For all other use. permission should be sought from the Cambridge or the American Branch of Cambridge University
Press.
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